1. ABSTRACT

This Scientific research article based on “Biblical Studies” attempts to focus that Noah Origin shall be considered as “Dravidian origin”. The “Aryan origin” Probably originated from “JESUS CHRIST” lineage.

This research article focus that the origin of first human spontaneously evolved from “Star dust” particles which consists of “Three fundamental Neutrinos”.

It is further focus that human has “Three species”. In Prehistoric time human ancestors might have lived in MARS Planet. The Prehistoric human populations lived in MARS Planet shall be considered as Angels/Deva populations. The Adam populations shall be considered as 1st Species and Noah origin, Jesus Christ origin shall be considered as “2nd and 3rd Species”.
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The Angels, Devas populations shall be considered as “Superhuman” (or) “Star human” and might have lived with different genetic structure under different environment condition.

The Prehistoric Angel, Deva and Adam populations might have been extinct at one stage and “NOAH” populations might have started living with different genetic structure and under different environment condition on EARTH Planet.

The research in this article is expected to provide solution to the existing mystery about “Origin of Life” and “Missing link” and solution to the current Anthropological, evolutionary controversial theories.

2. KEYWORDS

(i) Philosophy of Noah ark, (ii) Philosophy of Ararat, (iii) philosophy of Ethnic group, (iv) philosophy of three different radiation region of Universe, (v) philosophy of Ark of Covenant.

3. INTRODUCTION

As per current theory and Anthropological evidence “Indus Valley Civilisation” dated back about 3000 B.C might pertain “Dravidian culture” and of earliest civilisation. “Robert cald well” in his research focused that the word “DRAVIDA” might be derived from Sanskrit Origin.

It is focused that the Prehistoric human populations were great astronoment, having communicated with high level language in code form. They shall be called “Super Scientists” and controlled various planetary motion through electromagnetic wave in code from. It is speculated that the ancient Morse code, Mayan code system of
communication might be derived from the philosophy of Prehistoric scientific code called **AKKIE CODE**.

### 4. Previous Publications

The philosophy of origin of first life and human, the philosophy of model Cosmo Universe, the philosophy of fundamental neutrino particles have already been published in various international journals mentioned below. Hence this article shall be considered as **extended version** of the previous articles already published by the same author.

3. AKKIE MARS CODE – IJSER, June issue, 2013
5. MA-AYYAN of MARS – IJIRD, June issue, 2013
6. MARS TRIBE – IJSER, June issue, 2013
7. MARS MATHEMATICS – IJERD, June issue, 2013
8. MARS (EZHEM) The mother of All Planets – IJSER, June issue, 2013
11. MARS TRISOMY HUMAN – IJOART, June issue, 2013
12. MARS ANGEL – IJSTR, June issue, 2013
13. Three principles of Akkie Management (AJIBM, August issue, 2013)
14. Prehistoric Triphthong Alphabet (IJIRD, July issue, 2013)
15. Prehistoric Akkie Music (IJST, July issue, 2013)
16. Barack Obama is Tamil Based Indian? (IJSER, August issue, 2013)
17. Philosophy of MARS Radiation (IJSER, Accepted for Publication)
18. Etymology of word “J” (IJSER, Accepted for Publication)
5. HYPOTHESIS

1) “Dark cell” shall be considered as the “Soul” and origin of Universe.
2) The whole Cosmo Universe shall be composed of “Three Ethnic regions” of radiation.
3) Devas, Dravidians, Aryans shall be considered as evolved of different radiation in different stages in the “expanding Universe”.

6. HYPOTHETICAL NARRATION

1) Philosophy of fundamental Neutrinos

Cosmological standard “Big bang theory” focus that Universe continuously expands for expanding universe source of energy is required. “Dark cell” shall be considered providing energy for expansion of Universe. The Dark cell considered composed of three fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as “SOUL” of Universe. The three fundamental Neutrinos shall also be called as “TAMIL NEUTRINOS”.

All other neutrinos of the universe shall be considered as Species to the fundamental Neutrinos.

The three Tamil Neutrinos have existed in the Universe even much before origin of Natural planets MARS, SUN, EARTH, MOON. The name of three fundamental Neutrinos shall be considered as “J”, “K”, “A”. The Prehistoric populations while lived in MARS have already formulated the characteristics of three Neutrinos, and the structure of “Dark cell” (neutrino cell) in Prehistoric code from as below;
(i)

Right dot – Proton Neutrino (+ve Polarity)
Left dot – Electron Neutrino (-ve Polarity)
Center dot – Photon Neutrino (0, Neutral Polarity)

(ii)

“J” – Proton (+ve)
“K” – Electron (-ve)
“A” – Photon (Neutral)
In medical term J, K, A neutrinos shall be considered equivalent as follows.

(i) J – DNA
(ii) K – Hormone
(iii) A – RNA

Further the natural oscillation of fundamental Neutrinos and Species Neutrinos shall be narrated as below.

(i) **(Model Fundamental Neutrinos)**

(ii) **(Species Neutrinos)**
Neutrino Radiation shall be considered as **THREE-IN-ONE** micro matter and the smallest unit of neutrino matter shall be called “**RAY**”. Atom shall be considered as species to neutrino matter composed of sub atomic particles having definite mass. - **Author**

The philosophy of **“Dark Cell”** shall be hypothetically defined within the following scope.

1) Dark cell shall be considered as the origin of universe (Centromere).
2) Dark cell shall be considered as the **“Eternal Existence”** and **Creative Product**.
3) Dark cell shall be considered as **“Eternal Seed”** composed of **“Three-in-one”** element DNA, HORMONE, RNA.
4) Dark cell shall be considered as source of Dark radiation, the smallest unit of radiation shall be called as **“DARK RAY”**.
5) Dark cell shall be considered as composed of threefundamental Anti-Neutrinos, i.e. **Anti-Proton, Anti-electron, Anti-photon**. The Anti-neutrinos shall be considered as having characteristics directly opposite to the characteristics of fundamental Neutrinos **Proton, Electron, Photon**.

The Philosophy of Tamil neutrinos was already published in International Journal **IJSRP**, April issue, 2013)

2) **Philosophy of AL, ATHI, AKKIE, ETHI**

It is focused that the Philosophy of **“AL”**, **“ATHI”**, **“AKKIE”**, **“ETHI”** shall be indicated in Prehistoric Scientific Code Language as below. **“AL”** shall mean Star dust, **“ATHI”** shall mean Anti Neutrino Radiation, **“AKKIE”** shall mean Neutrino radiation, **“ETHI”** shall mean electromagnetic radiation. The neutrino radiation shall be considered as different from **electromagnetic radiation (EMR)**. EMR shall be considered as species to neutrino radiation. Further the word ATHI is opposite in meaning to the word **THI**. THI shall mean in Tamil as **FIRE**.
a. 

( AL )

b. 

( ATHI )

c. 

( AKKIE )

d. 

( ETHI )
3) Philosophy of Model Cosmo Universe

It is hypothesized that the model Cosmo Universe shall be considered as tripod like closed container with triangular base. The SUN, EARTH, MOON shall be considered as three corners pillar of the base of Cosmo Universe. The dark cell shall be considered as origin of Universe which is composed of billions of particles emanating antineutrino radiation. The smallest unit of dark cell shall be considered as single dot ray composed of three-in-one antineutrinos i.e. PHOTON, ELECTRON, PROTON. The antineutrinos shall be considered as having exactly opposite characteristics to the fundamental neutrinos.
Region I – Perfect vacuum region (Anti-Neutrinos radiation)
Region II – Partial vacuum region (Neutrinos radiation)
Region III – Observable Vacuum region (EMR radiation)

The three different regions of Universe shall be considered having different physical, chemical, mathematical properties. The three regions of Universe shall also be called as “THREE ETHNIC” Region of Universe.

Further the different radiation and Particles of radiation shall be narrated as below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No.</th>
<th>Cell type</th>
<th>Radiation effect</th>
<th>Particles of radiant energy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>DARK CELL</td>
<td>DARK ANTI NEUTRINO RADIATION</td>
<td>Photon, Electron, Proton anti-neutrinos with –ve mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>BLACK CELL</td>
<td>BLACK NEUTRINO RADIATION</td>
<td>Photon, Electron, Proton Neutrinos with Zero mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>BROWN CELL</td>
<td>BROWN NEUTRINO RADIATION</td>
<td>Photon, Electron, Proton neutrinos with little mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>WHITE CELL</td>
<td>WHITE ELECTRO MAGNETIC RADIATION</td>
<td>Photon, Electron, Proton neutrinos with considerable mass.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) Philosophy of Tri-axis of Universe.

It is hypothesized that the whole Cosmo universe shall be considered having only ONE SUN, ONLY ONE EARTH, ONLY ONE MOON. The integral part of Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered acting as base of Cosmo universe and its connectivity shall be considered as TRI-AXIS. It is focused that MARS Planet shall be considered as the “SOUL” of Material Universe (Region III). The Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered deriving “ENERGY” for rotation from MARS. The MARS shall be considered like Central Shaft connected to Tri-axis through gear like system to achieve variable speed of rotation by Sun, Earth, Moon.
5) **Philosophy of origin of first human**

The Prehistoric human “AL-J” had only three chromosome on origin derived each one from fundamental star dust particles. “AL-J” lived in MARS planet with different genetic structure in different environment condition before Modern human populations started living on EARTH Planet. They also shall be considered as Godly Person, Star Human.

“AL-J” shall mean Human ancestor, Missing Link - Author
The Prehistoric human spontaneously evolved due to impact of Black radiation (Neutrino radiation) shall be called “AL-J”. “AL” shall mean star dust from which evolved. “J” shall mean “HEART”. The heart shall be considered deriving energy from Black radiation for its function.

It is hypothesized that during origin of “AL-J” the sun had not given any light and the start of “SUN” shall be considered as “BLACK SUN”.

It is hypothesized that “NOAH” origin shall be considered evolved due to impact of “BROWN RADIATION” (i.e) During origin of “NOAH” the start of SUN shall be considered as “BROWN SUN”. (Rising Sun)

It is focused that as sun emit Brown radiation the “NOAH” population might have acquired different genetic characteristics. In other words due to different Cosmo radiation the Angel / Deva populations might have been extinct and “NOAH” populations might have started living on “EARTH Planet” with different genetic characteristics. It is speculated that during origin of “NOAH” the human population might have lost the capability of “FLYING”.

During the course of time the illuminations effect of SUN increased and one stage the “JESUS” origin occurred. In other words JESUS origin shall be considered evolved due to impact of “WHITE RADIATION”. The state of sun during JESUS origin shall be considered as “WHITE SUN”.

The “NOAH” populations and “JESUS” populations origin shall be considered as different “human species”. The different colour, different species human, type of Cosmo radiation responsible for evolution of human species shall be tabulated as below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.NO</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Radiation</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>“AL-J”</td>
<td>DARK RADIATION</td>
<td>ORIGIN</td>
<td>DARK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ANGEL/DEVA</td>
<td>BLACK RADIATION</td>
<td>1st Species</td>
<td>BLACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NOAH</td>
<td>BROWN RADIATION</td>
<td>2nd Species</td>
<td>BROWN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>JESUS</td>
<td>WHITE RADIATION</td>
<td>3rd Species</td>
<td>WHITE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“NOAH” shall be considered as Brown colour man and called as “DRAVIDIAN”

- Author

6) Philosophy of word “DRAVIDIAN”?

It is hypothesized that Dravidian shall be considered as a human species evolved of Brown Radiation. The term Dravidian shall be defined with in the following scope.

1) Dravidian shall be considered as 2nd species human.
2) Dravidian shall be considered as having “Brown” colour complexion.
3) Dravidian shall be considered originated when “SUN” emits first radiation called Brown rays in the early Universe.
4) “NOAH” family shall be considered as first “Dravidian family”.

5) Dravidian shall be considered living in "Adarat mountain" (Ararat) where Sun might have first emitted rays. The Adarat mountain shall be considered as located in Prehistoric India (Now in Pakistan).
6) In Prehistoric time Brown radiation might be called as “ETHI”. Hence Dravidian Populations shall also be called as “ETHIANS”.
7) The Prehistoric ETHIANS (Dravidians) shall be considered as expert in “ARCHITECTURE & ENGINEERING”.
8) The “ARK” built by “NOAH” shall be considered of Great Architecture.

7) Philosophy of word “ARYAN”?
It is hypothesized that “ARYAN” shall be considered as a human species evolved of “White Radiation”. The term ARYAN shall be defined with in the following.
1) ARYAN shall be considered as 3rd species human.
2) ARYAN shall be considered as having “WHITE” colour complexion.
3) ARYAN shall be considered originated when SUN emits very hot radiation called White rays in the expanding Universe.
4) “JESUS” family shall be considered as first ARYAN family.
5) JESUS family shall be considered living in “SINAI” mountain where Sun might have emitted hot rays. The SINAI mountain considered located in Ancient central “ASIA” (now in Arabia). In Prehistoric time the “White radiation” might be called as “CHITHI”, “CHITHIRAI”. Hence Ancient Aryan populations might be called as CHITHIAN, CHITHRAIAN.
6) The Ancient CHITHIAN (ARYAN) shall be considered as expert in Astrology, Numerology.

8) Philosophy of word DEVA?
It is hypothesized that Deva, Angel populations shall be called as human species evolved of “BLACK RADIATION”. The term DEVAN (DEVA) shall be defined with in the following scope.
1) ”DEVAN” shall be considered as Ist species human.
2) DEVAN shall be considered as having BLACK colour complexion.
3) **DEVAN** shall be considered as originated when **SUN** emits only Black radiation before emitting rays in the early Universe.

4) **ANGELS** shall be considered as **Dark beauty** populations lived in **MARS** planet before “**Dravidian**” populations started living on **EARTH** planet.

5) **DEVAN** populations shall be considered living subsequently in “**ADAM**” mountain in Prehistoric “**EZHEM**” Land. The Prehistoric “**EZHEM THAMEE**” population shall be called as Black population considered lived in even before Sun emit **Brown rays**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>“THAMEE means “DARK””</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Author</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Prehistoric time the Dark radiation might be called as **THAMEE, AKKIE**. Hence **DEVAN** populations shall be called as “**THAMEELAN**, “**AKKILEN””.

6) The Prehistoric **DEVAN** populations shall be considered expert in **Astronomy, Astrophysics**. They could be effective controlled the various planetary motion and highly immune to Prehistoric climate condition. Hence they shall be considered lived for long **span of life**.

9) **Philosophy of word THY, THE, THEE ?**

   (a)

   ![THY]
**THY** shall mean Dark Cell

**THE** shall mean neutrinos with Zero mass

**THEE** shall mean neutrinos with considerable mass

- Author
10) **Philosophy of Fundamental Forces of Universe?**

a. 

   (AL)

b. 

   (ATHI)

c. 

   (AKKIE)

d. 

   (ETHI)
(i) AL shall mean DARK CELL (SOUL)
(ii) ATHI shall mean DARK RADIATION (GRAVITY FORCE)
(iii) AKKIE shall mean BLACK RADIATION (WEAK FORCE)
(iv) ETHI shall mean WHITE RADIATION (STRONG FORCE)

- Author

11) Philosophy of LORD, GOD, HUMAN?

(a)

(LORD)

(b)

(GOD)
12) Philosophy of Ancient Sun, Arch logos?

It is focused that the philosophy of arch, sun rise, sun hot might have been indicated as Triangular in shape. In modern time Triangular shape might be deviated as Semi Circle, Circle form. In other words in the early Universe the shape of Sun might be TRIANGULAR like shape.
Philosophy of “ARK”?

From Biblical study it is understood that “ARK” is considered as Large “boat vessel” to save NOAH’s family and birds and animals from flood devastation. He constructed the vessel with “THREE TIER” formation with definite diameter.

It is believed that “NOAH” could have constructed “large Ship” rather than Ark to accommodate heavily loaded various birds, animals in the boat. But NOAH has not done so!. NOAH could have built something like TEMPLE or HEAVEN structure.

It is hypothesised that the word ARK may have different meaning rather than boat or ship.

Further it is speculated that the word “ARC” might have originated from the word ARK. The word ARC has Three different meanings.

1) Refers to part of Circle (Geometry)
2) Refers to Curved shape (Rainbow)
3) Refers to an electric current passing across a space between two terminals (Arc Lamp)
It is hypothesised that the work “ARK” shall mean “Universe”. The philosophy of ARK design might be derived from the philosophy of AKKIE, AKKILEM. Akkie shall mean Neutrino radiation. Akkilem shall mean Universe. The architecture and structural design might be based on three tier formation of Cosmo Universe and the relative distance between SUN, EARTH, MOON which acts as BASE of Cosmo Universe.
It is focused that the DEVA populations who were expert in Astronomy, Astrophysics formulated the philosophy of Cosmo Universe with three tiny dot called “Akkie Code”. The ARK shall be considered as a “TEMPLE” or three tier HEAVEN rather than boat vessel.

(i)

(ARK)

(ii)

(TEMPLE)

The Cosmo Universe shall be considered as three tier region having different type of radiation with different Physical, Chemical, Mathematical properties.

It is hypothesized that NOAH designed his ARK Architecture based on the model shape of Cosmo Universe formulated by DEVA populations in prehistoric time.
The philosophy of ARK might be derived from the philosophy of “Akkie code” taking into consideration of three fundamental parameters safety, strength, comfort.

(i)

(AKKIE CODE)

The right dot shall be considered as responsible for **functional part**, Left dot shall be considered as responsible for **structural part**, the centre dot shall be considered as responsible for **law part**.

1. **Right dot shall mean “SAFETY”**
2. **Left dot shall mean “STRENGTH”**
3. **Centre dot shall mean “COMFORT”**

- Author

In medical term the right dot shall mean DNA, Left dot shall mean HORMONE, the centre dot shall mean RNA.

It is focused that the philosophy of following English word might be derived from the philosophy of “Akkie code”

Arch, Arcadian, arcade, arcane, Arch Angel, Arch Bishop, Archeology, Architect, Archetype.
Global level various research have been undertaken by ship company to explore the possibility of building up the ARK with specified dimension in prehistoric time. The Korean test showed that NOAH’s ARK had among the best proportion possible. The study was headed by Dr. S. W. Hong who was principal research scientist at KRISO at the time. The complete test and research details are available in www.worldwideflood.com.

14) Philosophy of Ark of the Covenant?

From the Biblical study the philosophy of “Covenant” shall be hypothetically referred to Genetic variation (or) Transformation into new “Species”

\[\text{Jehovah makes a Covenant with NOAH} \]
\[(\text{Gen 6:18})\]

The Three human species of “AL-J” shall be considered as three fundamental Covenant.

1. Covenant with Devan (1st species)
2. Covenant with Dravidian (2nd species)
3. Covenant with Aryan (3rd species)

\[\text{Covenant shall mean “Transformation” to acquire new genetic value. ARK is like a TEMPLE or HEAVEN.} \]
\[-Author\]

The other Covenants made with different populations in different occasion shall be considered as subspecies (or) Races to main species in social growth. Further the Covenant shall be considered as the fundamental “Trinity” Principle and Promise focused by JEHOVAH to NOAH.
15) Cradle is like “Ark” to the child?

It is focused that the cradle used for child for sleeping shall referred as an ARK. The structure of “Cradle” shall look shape of Tripod Universe.

(i)
The Tamil Lullaby song phonetics “ARIRO” … “ARARO” … shall mean two type of medicinal dose to the child. The etymology of word ARARAT might be derived from the etymology of Tamil phonetic ARARO. ARARAT shall mean the place where Sun first emits brown rays (Sun rise).

| a. ARIRO … | ---- | Sleeping dose |
| b. ARARO … | ---- | Wake up dose  |
| c. ARARAT … | ---- | Swinging “ARK” |

- Author.

16) Sea shell is ARK?

The philosophy of sea shell shall be considered as ARK of covenant.

a. SHELL - ARK
b. PEARL - COVENANT

The etymology of word shell might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic CHIPPI; The etymology of word peal might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic MUTHU. Further the existence of pearl shall be considered as mystic substance under depth of sea. The philosophy of MYTHS might be derived from the
prehistoric Tamil phonetic MUTHU. The philosophy of MUTHU shall be considered as THREE-IN-ONE covenant.

17) Philosophy of Word CELL?

In medical term the human cell shall be considered as THREE-IN-ONE parameter i.e. DNA, HORMONE, RNA. In Engineering term the philosophy of cell shall be considered as THREE-IN-ONE parameter i.e. anode, electrolyte, cathode. In astrophysics the neutrino cell shall be considered as THREE-IN-ONE parameter consists of Godly Particles i.e. proton, electron, photon neutrinos.

It is hypothesized that the etymology of word CELL might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic CHELVI. CHELVI shall mean neutrino radiation.
18) Philosophy of Word ARAM?

It is focused that ARAM is fifth son of SHEM and grand son of NOAH from Biblical Understanding. It is focused that ARM shall be considered as Dravidian after Sun has emitted brown radiation. The etymology of word ARAM might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic ARARO. ARARO shall mean the era of Sun has emitted brown rays.

19) Philosophy of Word RAM?

It is focused that ABRAM is descendent of NOAH. The philosophy of ABRAM might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic RAM. RAM shall mean related to astronomical term which means a zodiacal constellation between PISCES and TAURUS. The word RAM shall be considered as first sign of Zodiac, Cardinal fire sign. In other words the word RAM shall be considered as RISING SUN emanating brown rays. It is focused that the first Sun rise might have occurred as per Tamil moth CHITHIRAI (Between March 21 to April 19).

NOAH family shall be considered as first Dravidian family after SUN emitting brown radiation in CHITHIRAI month. CHITHIRAI month shall be considered as new year day for Dravidian when Sun has first emitted its brown radiation.

- Author.

20) Philosophy of EDEN GARDEN?

It is focused that the etymology of word EDEN might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic ATHI. ATHI shall mean neutrino radiation, ATHIEN (ATHENIAN) shall mean black skin population lived in ancient India (Ethiopia). The present land ATHEN, the city of ancient Africa shall be considered as the integral part of ancient India. Further Plato shall be considered as ancient ATHENIAN philosopher and ATHENA shall be considered as Goddess worshiped by ATENIAN population around
400 B.C. The ATHIEN population shall be considered as ancestor to NOAH population (Dravidian) lived partly in MARS planet and partly in Earth planet even before Sun emitting brown radiation. The ATHIEN probably lived in Adam Mountain in prehistoric EZHEM LAND.

21) **Mothers Womb is like ARK?**

It is hypothesized that in the philosophy of ARK of covenant, ARK shall be considered as mothers womb and covenant shall be considered as embryo. It is focused that before birth of INFANT the mothers womb shall be considered as TEMPLE or HEAVEN.

(a) **MOTHERS WOMB – ARK**

(b) **INFANT - COVENANT**

22) **Human is an ARK?**

It is hypothesized that every human himself shall be considered as an ARK composed of THREE-IN-ONE covenant sensor.

(Three-in-One Sensor)

i. Right dot – RIGHT NIPPLE (functional part)

ii. Left dot – LEFT NIPPLE (structural part)

iii. Center dot – NAVEL (law part)
It is hypothesized that every human shall be considered as **TUNED** to dark cell of Universe and being regulated by three fundamental Tamil neutrinos (J, K, A).

23) **THAMEE culture is Global covananat?**

It is focused that the THAMEE culture expressing **VANAKKAM, NANDRI, VALZHA** shall be considered as **THREE-IN-ONE** global covenant.

**(THAMEE Culture)**

i. Right dot – **RIGHT HAND (VANAKKAM)**

ii. Left dot – **LEFT HAND (NANDRI)**

iii. Center dot – **HEART (VALZHA)**

The Tamil culture shall be considered as **THREE-IN-ONE** characteristics derived from the three fundamental **TAMIL NEUTRINOS J, K, A**.

24) **Philosophy of Dravidian Ethnic groups?**

It is focused that “**NOAH**” family shall be considered as the first Dravidian family started living on the Earth planet. Today the whole global populations shall be considered under “**Three Ethnic groups**” (ie) J – **Group, K – Group, A – Group, (Gen 9:19). The three Ethnic groups shall be considered derived from three “**Sons of NOAH**”. 
a. “Japheth” --- “J” Group  
b. “HAM” --- “K” Group  
c. “SHEM” --- “A” Group  

- Author.

25) Philosophy of First language on Earth

The “NOAH” origin shall be considered as the Ancient human populations started living on EARTH Planet with new genetic structure under different environment conditions.

It is focused that the “ADAM EVE” populations shall be considered as prehistoric populations partly lived on “MARS Planet” and Partly lived on “EARTH Planet”. The ADAM, EVE populations could be totally extinct during Prehistoric flood occurred on Earth.

The ADAM, EVE populations shall be considered as living on EARTH even much before SUN emits “BROWN rays”. Hence the colour complexion of ADAM EVE populations is “BLACK”.

In prehistoric time the “BLACK RADIATION” might be called as AKKIE. Hence the ADAM, EVE populations might havew been called as “AKKIE”, “AKKILEN”, “THAMEELEN”.

It is speculated that the “Dravidian language” shall be considered originated from NOAH family. Before that the ADAM, family might have spoken “EZHEM THAMEEL” Ezhem Thameel shall mean pronouncing the word in lengthy way. (e.g).The word Ammu is pronounced as Ammoo… Ammoo… the word Ram is pronounced as Ramoo… Ramoo…
It is focused that during the period of “NOAH” the Ezhem Thameel word might have pronounced dialectically in different way and become “DRAVIDIAN LANGUAGE” (e.g) the word Ammu is pronounced as Amulu… Amulu… and the word RAM is Pronounced as Ramulu… Ramulu… Further during the course of time the word Amuchi, Ammachi, Ammai, Amah, Ramuchi, Ramchi, Ramah, Ramaiah might have been originated. The lineage of word “TAMIL” evolution shall be indicated as below.

1. THAMEE … NADOO …
2. THAMEEL … NADOOL …
3. THAMEELU … NADULU …
4. THAMEEN … NADEEN …
5. THAMIL … NADAN …
6. TAMIL … NAD …
7. THAI … NAD …

- Author.

It is focused that after THIRUVALLUVAR, THOLKOPIER era the “Dravidian Tamil” might have attained the state of “SEN-THAMIL”. Sentamil shall be considered as evolved after SUN emits “Red rays”.

“Sen tamil” means Tamil born of “Red radiation”.
The ancient “ETHIAN” probably become “INDIAN” after sun emits Red Radiation. “ATHIAN” shall be called “BLACK SUN” “AL-J” shall be called as “DARK SUN”

- Author.
26) Philosophy of word “AGRI?”

It is focused that the “Agriculture” might have started only after Origin of “DRAVIDIAN” populations. “Sunlight” is essential for Agriculture. The Angel, Deva populations while lived in MARS Planet might not have taken food like “RASAM” “SAMBAR”. They might have survived, lived Peacefully with Sweet words, Sweet thoughts, Sweet Dreams.

It is hypothesized the philosophy of word Agri, Agriculture might be originated from the philosophy of “AKKIE CODE” derived of “NEUTRINO RADIATION”

27) Philosophy of ADAM, EVE origin?

It is hypothesized that the ADAM, EVE populations shall be considered as evolved on “TRANSFORMATION”. The Prehistoric “AL- J” populations shall be considered as GODLY Persons having “Third gender”. The “AL-J” populations shall be considered as the state of existing before eating forbidden fruit. After eating forbidden fruit the “AL-J” populations might have become ADAM, EVE populations (i.e.) the forbidden fruit might have “transformed” the third gender Godly populations into individual “Male”, “Female” gender as ADAM, EVE with different genetic structure.
Adam, Eve populations shall be considered as species to “AL-J” populations when “Brown radiation”, “White radiation” evolved from “Black radiation” in the expanding Universe.

The “AL-J” human shall be defined as having three chromosome on having “three inbuilt gene” derived from three “fundamental Neutrinos”

1. “A” Neutrino --- DEVAN (1st species)
2. “K” Neutrino --- DRAVIDIAN (2nd species)
3. “J” Neutrino --- ARYAN (3rd species)

28) Etymology of Word DRAVIDIAN?

It is focused that there are so many theories about origin of word DRAVIDA. Dr. Robert Cald Well stipulated that the word DRAVIDA might be derived from the origin of Sanskrit word in his research comparative Dravidian grammar. The Sanskrit word
DRAVA shall mean sea or water. The linguist ZBELEBIL assert that the word DRAVIDA might be derived from the TAMIZ.

It is hypothesized that the Sanskrit word DRAVIDA might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic THIRIAN or THAMEEN.

(a) THIRIAN shall mean black population lived in prehistoric Ezhem land.
(b) THAMEEN shall mean prehistoric black population lived even before Sun emitting brown radiation.

The etymology of English word THE, THEE, TRI, DRAVIDIAN might be derived from the prehistoric Tamil phonetic THI. THI shall mean black radiation.

29) The Philosophy of Word INDO ?

It is focused that the etymology of word INDO might be derived from the etymology of prehistoric Tamil phonetic ETHI. ETHI shall means brown radiation when Sun emits first ray in the ancient time when NOAH population (Dravidian) was originated. Further the English word HINDU, INDUS, INDIAN might be derived from the root of ETHI, ETHIAN.
30) Philosophy of Blood Origin and Diversity?

It is hypothesized by the author that from prehistoric time to modern time there may be three states of blood group might have been evolved due to impact of electromagnetic radiation. ‘O’ type blood (universal donor) might be evolved during modern period.
i. Stage i – AB type only (MARS TRIBE)

ii. Stage ii – AB, A, B (DRAVIDIAN ORIGIN)

iii. Stage iii – AB, A, B, O (ARYAN ORIGIN)

It is focused that in the lineage of evolution all the four type of blood might not have been evolved at one stretch and might be evolved in phased manner. It is speculated that the origin of Dravidian population shall be considered much earlier to the origin of Aryan population.

**ABORIGINAL** shall mean **AB+ORIGINAL** i.e. AB type blood shall be considered as evolved on origin. It is focused that the blood type of prehistoric human shall be considered as **AB** type (Universal Acceptor).

31) **Hypothetical Distinction between three human species?**

The first super human “**ALIEN TRIBE**” shall be considered as **GIANTIC Structure**. During the course of time the human species **Dravidian, Aryan** shall be considered reduced in structure.
7. CONCLUSION

It is focused that NOAH family shall be considered as the Dravidian family and expert in advanced scientific knowledge. Many controversial theories are existing about origin of Dravidian. Further the modern scientist have mindset that technology has been gradually developed only in modern time. It is focused that the prehistoric population lived in MARS planet shall be considered as super scientist and they were capable of controlling movement of planets effectively. Hence the could over come the severe climatic condition such as frequent earth quake, volcanic activity etc and they could survive for long span of life in prehistoric time. In fact it is focused by the author that the super scientific techniques and wisdom might be gradually lost during the course of expanding Universe due to genetic variation among human population who started living on EARTH PLANET.
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